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From how to proceed when you first suspect your son may have autism to
dealing with the initial diagnosis, following up with comprehensive
evaluation, and pursuing education and treatment, 101 Strategies for the
Parents of Boys with Autism may be the book that every parent of a boy
with autism needs. Parents of the boys become full-time experts, always
looking for the latest details on doctors, education, and treatments.
Following countless hours of research, Ken Siri is sharing what he has
learned. Parents of males with autism cope with many unique
complications due to increases in proportions, strength, and aggression
because the boy ages. In 101 Tips for the Parents of Males with Autism
you will learn about navigating puberty with your son including problems
such as personal hygiene, inappropriate touching, and sex. How can you
maintain both yourself and your son secure when he is all of a sudden
twice your size? 101 Tips for the Parents of Boys with Autism gets the
answer. Other topics include:Teaching your boy about grooming, cleaning,
and deodorantChoosing a schoolGetting insurance to cover treatmentsHow
to handle bullyingLegal problems and Medicaid advantages and
consMaintaining a social lifestyle for both you and your sonHandling
marital stress and divorceWhere to go on vacationAnd many even more!The
most recent research shows that a lot more than 1 in 50 boys in the US
now has autism, and the quantity keeps rising.
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Essential read for ASD parents Great information for parents with boys
on the spectrum! Very helpful book for parents since it provide concrete
answers to care for all your family members.Useful for everyone who
would like to be supportive of their loved ones diagnosed with autism.
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